
Acer Aspire V5 

Slender and light, with great performance 

Acer Aspire V5 is an all-around entertainment notebook with  

the latest Intel® processors and slender design, light weighted.  

Breathes life into your entertainment and gives you hands-on  

control, while Dolby® sweetens your enjoyment with great sound. 

 

 

 

Thin, light and charismatic  

The Aspire V5 Series is slender, light and performance-packed to suit  

your mobile lifestyle your budget. Smart component placement and  

with a sleek design, only 23mm thin and 2.3 kg light with soft and smooth 

aluminium surface makes this notebook comfortable to carry.  

 

  

        

All-round entertainment 

Take your enjoyment further with the realism portrayed by the Aspire V5 Series' 

FHD IPS display breathes life into your entertainment.  And with Dolby Home 

Theater experience crystal-clear delivering a truly cinematic experience. Go even 

larger using HDMITM output to connect to your high-definition TV.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enriches life with more freedom 

The Aspire V5 has a total solution for transferring your files. Use USB 3.0 and 

transfer data from your device to another at super high speed, 10 times 

faster than previous version USB 2.0. Or use the Card reader that supports SD card. 

And with AcerCloud is a total cloud solution that allows access to photos, music,  

videos and documents wirelessly and simultaneously on all devices anytime and anywhere 



 

Larger touchpad 

The Aspire V5 touchpad has larger working area with multi- 

gesture; it enhanced sensitivity and palm-rejection for better 

working experience. With multi-gesture touchpad, you can use 

basic gestures in windows 8 and enter shortcuts like the Charm 

bar, switch through applications scroll, zoom in and out. 

 

Smart Burglar deterrence system  

The Aspire V5 are well-protected by Acer Theft Shield that protect your computer  

from unexpected occasions. Ingeniously keep your property safe with most available  

smartphones; automatically sending message and alarm when unidentified attend of  

moving your computer. And Secure laptop hardware that will lock itself down when lost or stolen. 

 

 

 

IPS Panel it provides consistent images, color and brightness from viewing angle up to 170 degrees. Wide viewing angle: The HD display Fast 

response time reduces eye fatigue, providing better motion pictures experience without blurring. 

 


